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Fairy Oak: Flox Smiles in Autumn

A tale of friendship, bizarre dances and colours
“I would have made them laugh because the third story was amusing and now that they knew the characters they
would have laughed even more on imagining them as they danced the Dance of the Follies of the Season. On the third
evening I talked about this, and about friendship…”
It always happens this way, one September day, someone does something odder than the usual oddities, and
from that moment on, for a month and sometimes two, normality is banned from Fairy Oak. They call it “The
Dance of the Follies of the Season”.
What happens on those days is hilarious and beautiful, because everyone really seems to give of their best as
far as concerns imagination, power, skill and… eccentricity.
Even the trees join in the fun, and the whole Valley seems bewitched. And Flox has a theory about this: all
you have to do is look in the eyes of the dancers to understand that…
But, let’s leave it to Flox, the rainbow girl - and La and Baboo’s best friend - to reveal this mystery.
This story is dedicated to her and to friendship, the kind that - wherever you turn – it’s right in front of you.
And sometimes it leaves bruises, not only on the skin either.
This is the third book in the series The Four Mysteries, the most lively, fun and lighthearted.
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